**Trouble at top-level... by Cummings**

Good Season Expected For Agriculture

NEW YORK, Dec. 5—The 1952 sugar crop, forecast at 13.1 million tons, should mean a good season for American farmers in the coming year, according to Dr. William N. Parchman, Associate Director of Agricultural Research, United States Department of Agriculture.

Dr. Parchman said that the 1952 crop, which should reach 13.1 million tons, is expected to be the third largest in the history of the United States. He added that the average yield per acre is expected to be 2.2 tons, which is slightly below the record yield of 2.3 tons per acre set in 1947.

The secretary of agriculture, Mr. A. C. B. Smith, has predicted that American farmers will gain about $100 million from the sale of sugar, which will mean an increase of nearly 25 per cent over the past year.

**B.G. Exports $27 Million In 4 Months**

The B.G. (Bermuda Government) has announced that exports for the first four months of 1947 were 73,685 tons, while for the corresponding period in 1952, bauxite production amounted to 345,008 tons.

The United Kingdom has been responsible for the majority of the tourist industry, and the B.G. has now decided to take action to develop the tourist industry.

**Prospects For the Expansion of Colonial Territories**

The secretary of state for the colonies, Mr. A. C. B. Smith, has announced that the British Government is taking steps to develop the tourist industry in the colonies. The secretary of state has been asked to consider the prospects for the expansion of the tourist industry in the colonies, and he has also been asked to consider the possibilities of the tourist industry in the colonies.

The secretary of state has also been asked to consider the possibility of the tourist industry in the colonies, and he has also been asked to consider the possibility of the tourist industry in the colonies.

**REMEMBER THE NAME**

ENGLISH ELECTRIC PRODUCTS

**BEAUTY AND ECONOMY COMBINED**

**FRIGERATOR**

**WASHING MACHINE**

**FOOD-MIXER**

For ALL ENGLISH ELECTRIC PRODUCTS CALL
MANNING & Co. LTD.
Electrical Dept. - Dial 4289

**NEWS ABOUT YOUR COCKTAILS!**

Listen To-night at 8 O'clock over Barbados Rediffusion and hear George Huntle telling you how The West India Rum Refinery manufactures, blends and matures the Supreme Quality "Stades" Rums—recognised the World over as—'The Foundation of a Perfect Cocktail.'